Abstract -We propose a method of synthesizing pipeline controllers as four-phase asynchronous circuits from specifications described as two-phase dependency graphs. Pipeline twophase dependency graphs are transformed into four-phase ones by applying a transformation rule to each simple loop in the graphs. Four-phase dependency graphs are easily mapped onto four-phase asynchronous control circuits. We also discuss some simplification of four-phase dependency graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous circuits are expected to be an effective approach to high-speed and/or low-power processors. There have been a lot of works done for asynchronous design [1] including synthesis methods of controllers [2, 3, 4] , and pipeline controller design [5, 6, 7, 8] .
We have proposed a synthesis method of four-phase asynchronous controllers that controls four-phase resources based on mapping of dependency graphs, which represent the execution orders of micro-operations [9, 10] 1 . Execution of a micro-operation implemented by a four-phase resource is decomposed into cyclic execution of a working phase, a stable phase, an idle (i.e. return-to-zero) phase and another stable (i.e. spacer) phase.
Although dependency graphs are capable of describing pipeline execution of micro-operations, the mapping is applicable only to non-pipeline dependency graphs since, to implement the specified execution order, the mapping takes advantage of the fact that whole idle phases can be safely executed after the completion of whole working phases in non-pipeline circuits.
STGs can describe such four-phase pipeline, but writing STGs describing such complex behavior is not considered to be acceptably easy. Adding two-phase (transition signaling logic) to four-phase (level sensitive logic) converters to each microoperation may solve the problem since two-phase dependency graphs can be easily mapped onto two-phase control circuits. 1 Although we used to call asynchronous circuits using return-to-zero handshakes two-phase or four-cycling, we call them four-phase in this paper.
This approach, however, may need larger hardware because such a converter have to implement a finite state machine.
In this paper, we propose a synthesis method of four-phase asynchronous controllers from dependency graphs describing pipeline execution. We assume that micro-operations that can be executed in parallel in the given dependency graphs use separate functional resources so that we can ignore the arbitration problem. In Section II, we clarify the problem concerned with mapping of dependency graphs. In Section III, we propose the intermediate form of graph, four-phase dependency graph, and describe the transformation from original to four-phase dependency graphs.
II. TWO-PHASE DEPENDENCY GRAPHS
A. Circuit synthesis using dependency graphs
We target synthesis of four-phase asynchronous (speedindependent or quasi-delay-insensitive [11] ) control circuits. They control four-phase asynchronous data-paths (resources) in the four-phase request-acknowledgment manner.
Without loss of generality, an asynchronous data-path used for a micro-operation (register-to-register data transfer) can be modeled as follows. The request signal triggers the start of the operation, and the acknowledgment signal represents its completion. When the request signal is reset, the acknowledgment signal is also reset without affecting the corresponding datapath. We call the former period a working phase and the latter period an idle phase.
We have proposed a model called dependency graph in [9, 10] as a variant of control/data-flow graphs to describe the specification of asynchronous control circuits. It is also regarded as a subclass of Petri nets or free-choice nets. Although it is capable of describing conditional branches and loops, we exclude the capability in this paper to simplify the problem. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a dependency graph.
A dependency graph is a set of four types of nodes and directed edges between them. A node represents an operation. A directed edge represents the execution order of the operations denoted by its start and end nodes. Execution of an operation is controlled by tokens moving along edges. Each type of nodes operates as follows. An oval node denotes a micro-operation. It starts execution when a token arrives in its input edge and transfers the token to its output edge when the execution completes. A small square (fork) node and a small circle (join) node denote the start and the end of parallel processing respectively. When a token arrives in the input edge of a fork node, it removes the token and puts a token on every output edges. Conversely, when tokens arrive in all input edges of a join node, it removes them and put a token on the output edge. A black dot denotes an initial position of a token. It sends a token at the beginning to its output edge, and then transfers every input token to the output. A graph must be so constructed as to satisfy the condition that any edge does not hold two or more tokens at any time. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of execution timing of microoperations in (a). A box denotes that the corresponding operation is executed in the period. Arrows denote causality between operations. B and D can be executed in parallel, and so can C and E. C can start when B completes, and E can start when both B and D complete.
The graph shown in Fig. 1 (a) can be mapped onto a circuit shown in (c). Edges, fork nodes, join nodes and token initial positions correspond to wires, wire branches, Muller's C elements and inverters respectively. Micro-operations correspond to request-acknowledgment interconnections with the data-paths.
Although tokens represent only the execution of working phases of micro-operations, idle phases of all micro-operations can be interpreted to be executed when tokens return to their initial positions. The execution timings of the graph and the If we apply the mapping method described in Section II.A to the pipeline dependency graph, we can obtain the mapped circuit shown in Fig. 2 The reason of the inequality is that two-phase (conventional) dependency graphs do not distinguish two types of events, namely, 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 transitions on wires in mapped circuits. For pipeline control circuits, idle phases can no longer be interpreted to be executed implicitly, since other tokens affect their execution timing. For example, even if the token in the first loop returns to its initial position, an idle phase of B can not start execution because it is also controlled by the token in the second loop. For non-pipeline control circuits, there is no such interaction of loops in dependency graphs. A straightforward solution to the mapping problem mentioned above is to change interpretation of dependency graphs so that they represent four-phase execution. We call such a graph with four-phase interpretation a four-phase dependency graph. Fig. 3(a) shows an example of a pipeline four-phase dependency graph.
A four-phase dependency graph consists of almost the same types of elements as two-phase one. Only for distinction between their appearances, we use ¦ symbols instead of black dots. Working phases and idle phases of an operation are controlled by two types of tokens, namely, working tokens and idle tokens respectively. A ¦ symbol denotes not only an initial position of tokens, but a token exchanger. It sends a working token at the beginning to its output edge, and then inverts every input token to the opposite type while transferring it to the output. A four-phase dependency graph must be so constructed as to satisfy the conditions that any edge does not hold two or more tokens at any time, and input edges of any join node do not hold different types of tokens at any time. Fig. 3(b) shows the execution timing of the graph in (a). For example, at first, only the first working phase of A is executed, though every token exchanger outputs a working token. After that, the token arrived in the output edge of A is transferred through join node J1, fork node F1 and join node J2, and starts a working phase of B. On the other hand, the working token copied at F1 is inverted to an idle token at X1 and the idle token starts an idle phase of A. As the result, the first idle phase of A and the first working phase of B are executed in parallel.
A four-phase dependency graph models a level sensitive asynchronous control circuit more exactly. Therefore, the circuit mapped from the graph using the same mapping method as that for two-phase graphs operates on the execution timing equivalent to the original graph even if it describes pipeline operations. For example, Fig. 3(c) , which shows the mapped circuit from (a), operates on the timing in (b).
B. Transformation rule
It is, however, not a trivial problem to compose a fourphase dependency graph that operates as intended. We consider obtaining four-phase dependency graphs by transforming two-phase ones.
Consider the two-phase dependency graph shown in Fig.  2(a) . It intends A and C to be executed in parallel, i.e., working phases of A and C must be executed in parallel in the transformed four-phase dependency graph. It is natural that an idle phase of B is executed in parallel with working phases of A and C, though its execution timing has some choice. Hence we intend to compose a four-phase dependency graph so that the opposite phases of A and B, B and C, and C and D are executed in parallel.
Consider a simpler two-phase dependency graph in Fig.  4(a) . It consists of a single loop with micro-operations A and B. Fig. 4(b) shows a four-phase dependency graph so composed as to execute the opposite phases of A and B in parallel. Since the graph in Fig. 2(a) consists of simple loops including one token initial position, an equivalent four-phase dependency graph can be constructed by transforming every loop into the form of Fig. 4 with the same label. The graph in Fig. 3 (a) can be constructed from Fig. 2 (a) in this way. In general, each simple loop in a two-phase dependency graph may contain any number of micro-operation, fork and join nodes. Without loss of generality, we can describe such a simple loop as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Node A and B represent the first and the last micro-operations respectively that a token passes through while it travels round the loop. Boxes 1, 2 and 3 represent sub-paths, i.e., parts of the sequence of edges and nodes in the loop. According to the definition of A and B, boxes 1 and 3 does not include any micro-operation, while box 2 may include micro-operations. The area surrounded with dashed line shows examples of the contents of such boxes. Fork and join nodes in the boxes are connected with other nodes in any boxes, or in other parts of the graph. If a loop include less than two micro-operation, we insert one or two dummy micro-operations next to the token initial position so that the loop fits the form of the figure. We provide this rule simply for generality, but such a loop is redundant and should be eliminated ahead of time unless it is the only loop in the graph. Fig. 5(b) shows the execution timing of A, B and microoperations in box 2. The number of micro-operations in box 2 affects only the length of the boxes located in the row 2. Fig. 5(c) shows the proposed four-phase dependency graph corresponding to the generic simple loop in (a). It is generated by adding a bypass from F1 to J3, adding two feedback paths like Fig. 4 using the bypass, and adding the third feedback path from F3 to J1 via X2. The last feedback path is required so that the graph satisfies the condition mentioned in Section III.A, i.e., if it did not exist, a token copied in F1 might pass through X1 and A and catch up with another token in box 2. Its execution timing is shown in Fig. 5(d) . The timing of working phases is equivalent to (b). Idle phases can be executed in parallel with as many micro-operations as possible. Any idle phase, however, is not executed in parallel with any other idle phase since working and idle phases represented by four-phase dependency graphs are symmetric.
Applying this transformation to a simple loop in a twophase dependency graph does not affect the connectivity of this loop and other parts of the graph, since the transformation does not change the contents of boxes, which are the only parts in the loop connected to other parts. We can therefore safely apply the transformation to every simple loop without affecting any connectivity. Hence, four-phase dependency graphs can be obtained by applying the transformation to every simple loop in the given two-phase dependency graphs.
The outline of the transformation algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Finding every simple loop in the specified dependency graph.
For each simple loop:
(a) Matching the loop to the pattern of Fig. 5(a) .
(b) Transforming the loop to the form of Fig. 5(c) .
Obviously, in the way of the transformation, the graph being transformed includes two-phase part and four-phase part at the same time. That does not, however, prevent the algorithm from being applied because any four-phase part in a two-phase simple loop is hidden in the boxes 1, 2 or 3.
Although we can prove that the execution timing of the transformed four-phase dependency graph is equivalent to that of the two-phase one, space did not permit us to describe the proof.
C. Simplification of four-phase dependency graphs The transformation described above adds three fork nodes, three join nodes and three token exchanger while removing one token initial position for each simple loop. Transformed graphs may include some redundancy, which should be eliminated for reducing hardware volume of the mapped circuits.
If box 2 is empty, the path from F1 to J3 is redundant and can be eliminated, and therefore the feedback path from F3 to J1, which is for avoidance of catching up in box 2 mentioned above, can also be eliminated. Further, if box 2 consists of a sequence of any number of fork nodes followed by a sequence of any number of join nodes, the fork nodes and the join nodes can be unified with F1 and J3 in Fig. 5(c) respectively, and the path from F1 to J3 and the feedback path from F3 to J1 can be eliminated because of the same reason.
Applying the transformation and simplification rules, we can obtain the four-phase dependency graph in Fig. 3(a) from the two-phase one in Fig. 2(a) . 
D. Example
Consider the pipeline two-phase dependency graph shown in Fig. 6(a) . It specifies not only parallel execution of B and (C, D), but pipeline execution of A and (E, F), (A, C) and E, and D and F.
We first transform the simple loop indicated as the light gray region. The dark gray regions correspond to the boxes 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 5(a) . By applying the transformation rule described above, the loop is transformed into the light gray region of Fig. 5(b) . The medium gray region represents nodes and edges added by the transformation. Other fork and join nodes in the light gray region are added by transformation of other loops. Note that the transformation does not change the dark gray regions. By applying the transformation rule to three other simple loops, we obtain Fig. 6(b) as the four-phase dependency graph.
The graph includes some redundancy. For example, since edge e1 is redundant, the edge and the feedback path including X1 can be eliminated. The four-phase dependency graph shown in Fig. 6(c) is obtained by applying such simplification. This graph can be easily mapped onto a four-phase asynchronous control circuit using the correspondence described above.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a method of synthesizing pipeline controllers as four-phase asynchronous circuits from specifications described as two-phase (conventional) dependency graphs. Pipeline two-phase dependency graphs are transformed into four-phase ones by applying a transformation rule to each simple loop in the graphs. four-phase dependency graphs are easily mapped onto four-phase asynchronous control circuits. We have also discussed some simplification of four-phase dependency graphs.
We have not discussed transformation of dependency graphs that include conditional branches. To synthesize more practical circuits, we have to expand the method to such classes of dependency graphs. It may be achieved by modifying the transformation rule so that it can handle more generic form of loops including branching nodes.
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